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We have compiled a list of the four most dangerous intersections in Seattle for bicyclists and pedestrians alike.

NE 45th St and 2nd Ave – Wallingford Dick’s Drive-In

Types of Cases We Handle

6 bicycle-vehicle accidents from 2008-2010
Named most hazardous intersection for bikes in 2010 by Seattle PI

8th Ave and Pike St
•

At least 10 vehicle-pedestrian collisions between 2006-2008
At least 10 vehicle-pedestrian collisions between 2006-2008

9th Ave and James St – Harborview Medical Center
•
•

At least 10 vehicle-pedestrian collisions between 2006-2008
Red-light Camera installed in 2008 project

Source: Seattle Department of Transportation
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Biking Safely
in the Emerald City
Bicycling to and from work is a growing trend in the United
States, and it is difficult to discount the advantages that
results in biking as an alternative to driving a vehicle.
After all, who wouldn’t want to burn more calories every
day and save on fuel and vehicle maintenance costs?
However, with the financial and health-related benefits
of biking come drawbacks in terms of rider safety and
risk of injury. It goes without saying that bicycles do
not offer anywhere near the same level of protection
to riders that a motor vehicle does, something that has
recently become an unfortunate realization in Seattle.
Washington is ranked first in the United States in safety
programs by the League of American Bicyclists, which
makes a case for the overall biking initiatives on a statelevel. However, there are approximately 10 fatalities in
Washington each year – there were at least 12 in 2011
– and most of them involve collisions with vehicles.
According to Josh Miller, project manager for the
Bicycle Alliance of Washington, bicyclists have felt
growing tensions with motorists in recent months. With
each additional injury or fatality comes increased fear
for each individual rider.
What can you do?
There are currently no state laws that require the use
of a helmet or other protective gear when riding a bike.
However, there are laws on the county level – including
King County – that require helmet use with bicycles
at all times, and adequate helmets have been proven
to reduce risk of serious head injuries by 85 percent.

...continues on page 2
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Be especially cautious and aware of your surroundings when approaching any of these intersections. Remember to look both ways when crossing streets, even when you believe you have the right of way.
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Biking Safely

DLG Case Spotlight

...continued from page 1
According to the WSDOT website, King County law
requires people of all ages to wear a helmet while riding
a bicycle.

Case Settlement: Drunk Driver Causes Severe Injuries
The Seattle law firm Davis Law Group announces that it has
recovered a $2.15 million dollar settlement in a Washington State
drunk driving case. The names of the parties are being withheld
due to a confidentiality provision requested by the defense
attorneys and insurance carriers involved in the litigation.
The collision occurred when a passenger van went off the
roadway at a high speed. The driver was found to have been
legally intoxicated and had a blood-alcohol reading of nearly
twice the legal limit of 0.08. Davis Law Group’s client was a
passenger in the vehicle who was ejected out of the car and
sustained a traumatic brain injury along with other serious
injuries. The driver and the client were returning home after
drinking at a local tavern. The driver later pleaded guilty to
vehicular assault.
Attorney Chris Davis represented the injured passenger on
behalf of the law firm. Davis, a strong supporter of tougher drunk
driving laws in Washington State, was successful in negotiating
a settlement worth more than $2 million on behalf of the drunk
driving victim.
In Washington State, 42% of all fatal motor vehicle crashes
involve a driver that was under the influence of alcohol. In 2009,
206 people in Washington State lost their lives in drunk driving
crashes.

One mistake that many bicyclists make is riding on
sidewalks. Although there are no laws forbidding this,
riding on the sidewalk can be hectic and can cause
injuries to the rider and those nearby. Seattle is a very
bicycle-friendly city and has designated lanes and areas
specifically for riders that we highly recommend bicyclists
use.
One of the most useful safety tips for bicyclists is to use
common sense; many bicycle accidents and fatalities could have been prevented with both
parties exercising more caution. For example, WSDOT captured video footage of a cyclist
attempting his commute on the shoulder of I-5 southbound in January. This is not only illegal,
but poses great risk to both the cyclist and those traveling legally in vehicles on the freeway.
Although only 40 percent of bicycle fatalities occur at night, this is mostly due to the fact that
a majority of bicyclists are riding during daylight hours. If you are going to ride when it is dark
outside, it is your responsibility to ensure you are visible to other riders and vehicles around
you. Never underestimate the benefits of making yourself as visible as possible to others.
Finally, take your time when riding your bike. Seattle is a large city with a lot of moving vehicles
at all times, and bicycles do not provide riders with adequate protection for a collision. It will
take effort from everyone involved to improve the safety of commuting in the Emerald City.

Congratulations Scholar Athlete Winners!

We have recieved hundreds of scholar athlete nominations and
applications. It has been difficult deciding among the students
since there are so many talented scholars in Washington State.
Please read about the impressive accomplishments of these
scholar athletes.

Video Scholarship
Contest Update

Our Scholar Athlete Winners

•
•
•
•

Amanda Nuttall, Auburn Mountainview
Kelli Crawford, Franklin Pierce High School
Sarah Yu, Thomas Jefferson High School
Troy Lingle, West Seattle High School
Kyla Riley, Shorewood High School
DeAndrew Coulter, West Seattle High
School
Justin Overton, Academy North West
Alina Marshall, Interlake High School
Casey Gosselin, Bothell High School
Alexandra Bush, Decatur High School

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Madison Osborne, Shorecrest High School
Noah Nelson, Cascade High School
Kenese Parker, Vashon Island High School
Mattea Cavagnaro, Roosevelt High School
Victoria Zellerhoff, Decatur High School
Conner Kemmerlowe, Woodinville High
School
Jordan Watts, Mount Vernon High School
Brennan Keough, Eastlake High School
Elizabeth Vick, Ellensburg High School

Distracted driving regulations are one of the most
controversial issues in the auto industry today.
While many will argue that GPS devices and stateof-the-art entertainment systems improves the
driver experience, it has become apparent that it
simultaneously increases driver distraction as well.
Since dashboards in today’s vehicles can serve as
an all-in-one command center, experts have argued
that drivers simply have too much going on at once.
Thanks to the advances in vehicle technology that
have come about in the last decade, drivers have
plenty of instruments to keep their eyes on inside
their car but not on the road. Therefore, the increased
complexity on the inside of today’s vehicles has
proven to decrease the driver’s attention to the
outside and increase the risk of an auto accident.
As part of this decade-old discussion, A recently
drafted federal proposal for in-car technology
would require automakers to block drivers from
entering addresses into navigation systems and
from browsing the Web. States nationwide are
also enacting laws that prohibit the use of devices
such as cell phones while driving which carry hefty
penalties if violated.

Davis Law Group™ commends all student athletes for their
exceptional dedication and hard work. If you have further
questions regarding this program, feel free to contact our office.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposed Federal Guidelines to Limit
Display Dashboard Use

The DLG Viral Video Scholarship Contest is underway,
and we have received dozens of entries from all over the
country. Please support the participants of the scholarship
program by viewing their videos, leaving encouraging
comments and sharing with friends.

www.ViralVideoScholarshipContest.com

This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, car accident cases, medical malpractice, and insurance issues. It is not intended to be legal advice and
does not constitute attorney-client relationship. Every case is different. To discuss your individual case call Davis Law Group at 206-727-4000.

However, some industry representatives argue
that these guidelines may not be enough to have a
significant effect on distracted driving.
Push for Improved Guidelines
Although the call for limiting distracting devices
appears to be a step in the right direction, many
automakers feel the new proposal leaves out a very
important piece of the puzzle. Drivers looking to

bypass the limitations of their vehicles would most
likely still be able to use their own personal devices
without any interruption.
Tom Baloga, BMW’s Vice President of Engineering,
is just one of many experts in the industry who
believes makers of smartphones and GPS devices
should be held accountable, too.
“Is that tiny screened portable device with no
industry driving safety guidelines irrelevant?” asks
BMW’s VP of Engineering Tom Baloga.
Most experts would say no. While the general
consensus agrees with Baloga’s notion, the U.S.
Department of Transportation says it needs to
compile the necessary data before addressing the
limitations of mobile devices in vehicles.
What to Expect
Currently, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers’
guidelines limit dashboard tasks to require no
more than 10 two-second glances. The proposed
guidelines would alter that to requiring no more than
six two-second glances, as well as lock out users
from entering addresses into the navigation unit or
from browsing the Web while driving.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
REFERRALS

We appreciate your referrals of family and friends to our
office. Thank you for remembering us.
206-727-4000
www.DavisLawGroupSeattle.com

COMMUNICATION POLICY: Generally Mr. Davis does not take unscheduled phone calls. This allows him to focus and pay more attention to individual cases resulting in higher
quality legal services. This policy also helps Mr. Davis resolve cases more quickly. To schedule a phone call or in-person appointment with Mr. Davis call 206-727-4000.

